Laurie Schwaller left feedback on Contact
"I strongly support the COI map and comments on Submission
ID#06112021781_Three Rivers-Visalia COI. While we have good friends, a
pretty good market, good artists, a small organic farm, a small and very basic
clinic, a small hardware store, a bank and a credit union, a small library, and a
couple of good restaurants here in Three Rivers, where I have had my home
since 1989, for almost all medical care, college classes, movies, fine dining,
plays, symphony, shopping for clothing and furnishings and housewares, and
dealing with local government (County of Tulare; Three Rivers is
unincorporated), and State government (e.g., DMV) and federal government
(e.g., Social Security), we must go to Visalia. Three Rivers has the oldest
demographic in the county and probably the highest educational level and most
progressive electorate. Thus, our logical and most-needed and most-visited
COI is Visalia for the services and enrichments it provides. Also, both Three
Rivers and Visalia have much in common because both serve as Gateway
communities to Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks. Thank you for
recognizing this COI in the important redistricting process. Please let me know
that you have received these comments and added them to support the map
and comments on 06112021781_Three Rivers-Visalia COI."
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